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Museums Aotearoa AGM 9 June 2022 
 

Board and Management reports 
 
 
Chair’s report 
Tui Te Hau 
 
Kia ora koutou 
  
It’s difficult to believe that it has only been a year.  The last twelve months have felt very 
long but they have also passed in the blink of an eye.   
 
As you know, in May 2021 an interim Museums Aotearoa Board was appointed, and that 
interim board served for 6 weeks until we held our AGM on 24 June.  A highlight of AGM 
2021 was the passing of the resolution on repatriation.  Thank you to everyone who worked 
on that.   
 
We also said goodbye to our Executive Director Phillipa Tocker and later in the year lost 
Sophie our part time administrator to Dunedin City Art Gallery.  Jo Sanders, originally 
employed to support Sophie, found herself as our sole employee and worked to keep us all 
connected and our office running.   
 
I’d like to give thanks to Te Papa where the Museums Aotearoa staff and office is located.  
Specifically, thank you for including our staff in the care provided to all Te Papa staff and 
people onsite in your buildings during lock-downs and the pandemic.   
 
At the AGM, we elected the permanent Museums Aotearoa board who are Lucinda, 
Susanna, Amber, Eloise and myself.  Ian Griffin was also elected but stood down in 
December and Paora Tibble was co-opted back onto the Board at that time to ensure we 
had a quorum.   
 
The board elected Eloise Wallace and I as the Co-Chairs.  Roles that we are privileged to 
hold.   
 
The Institute of Directors says that determining purpose is the first pillar of good 
governance for any organisation.  
 
Determining the purpose of Museums Aotearoa, the value and contribution of our members 
and articulating an aspirational future vision for our sector has been at the forefront of the 
thinking for the Museums Aotearoa board.   
 
That is, when we haven’t been managing through the complexities of an organisation in 
transition, members under stress, media interest, the chaos from a pandemic, recruiting a 
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new Chief Executive (in a highly competitive job market), contributing to two major sector 
reviews and running the office with one part time administrator for half a year.   
 
To say this has not been governance as usual is a massive understatement.   
 
Over the last year your elected board of volunteer trustees, has gone above and beyond to 
safely steward the organisation through the bumps. There have been times when we have 
had to meet weekly and on many occasions, daily.  With the transition of staff, we have also 
had to roll our sleeves up and do the mahi to keep the organisation ticking over.   And at the 
same time keep our gaze on the horizon to build out a strong strategy and retain member 
and stakeholder confidence.    
 
Through the consultation we ran about the recruitment of the new CEO you told us that you 
were not only up for change but looking for a reset and the rejuvenation of Museums 
Aotearoa.   
 
The first step towards this was the recruitment of a new CE.  The board was delighted to 
attract a high calibre Chief Executive with a proven track record of advocacy and a strong 
marketing and communications background.    
 
Thank you to those of you who have already met with Adele and generously shared your 
whakaaro with her.   
 
Supporting the sector and our members is of paramount importance.  We can’t do that well 
without money and people.  We are a small organisation, representing a critical and integral 
sector of New Zealand.   
 
Our current revenue model for BAU is through membership fees. We also have had a one-
off injection from MCH to spend on supporting the sector on specific covid-recovery 
projects. 
 
We are also very grateful to have been received a donation close to $20,000 from the 
Association of Science and Technology Centres of NZ.  This will be recognised in this financial 
year, but we thought it appropriate to acknowledge this generous donation now.  The funds 
will ideally be used to promote science and technology in the museum sector.  
 
To do more, we will need more.  But more will not be possible by doing things the way we 
always have.  We need to punch above our weight and that means being smart, strategic 
and united.   
 
Member support throughout the last year has been outstanding.  We are humbled by your 
continued commitment to strong advocacy for our sector.   
 
Your support is not something we take lightly.  We know that your support, including your 
financial support, is hard earned.  We know that every penny counts and the value of your 
membership in real terms is important to you.   
 
Some of the value of Museums Aotearoa is difficult to quantify. But during the member 
consultation you told us that Museums Aotearoa is critical.  It provides collective benefit 
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that is not attainable by individual members or even member networks.  As an organisation 
we have likely been in a consolidation phase for a little longer than needed.  Now is the time 
for us to rebuild, refresh and regenerate.   
 
In my day job I sit in the National Library and everyone in that neighbourhood can feel the 
vibrations from the foundation work happening at the site for the new Archives NZ building.  
It feels like a mini earthquake multiple times throughout the day and It will be like this until 
October.  While it is disruptive, it is critical work to make the building strong and safe.   The 
building when completed, represents a rare breed of iconic government builds the likes of 
which we haven’t seen for some time and a significant culture and heritage campus around 
the three organisations of NL, Archives NZ and Nga Taonga.   
 
It's analogous to Museums Aotearoa.  We are in a rebuilding phase.  We’re laying stronger 
foundations, looking to future proof our organisation and fix some of the things that are no 
longer working for us. 
 
We know Museums Aotearoa and our members needs strong capable governance, 
opportunities for professional development and sharing amongst members, a review of our 
funding sources and membership fees, to bring us together online and hopefully in person, 
to advocate strongly, contribute to sector reviews and visioning and other policy work to 
ensure our needs are considered, strengthen our member networks, look at our brand, our 
name, our constitution, policies and code of ethics and give effect to Te Tiriti o Waitangi.   
 
We have not done everything on our to do list and we will not have made everyone happy.  
In fact we will never make everyone happy all of the time and at the same time.   
But I say with confidence, that the board is resolute about our future and about the 
transformation of Museums Aotearoa, and its ability to deliver significant value to 
members.  
 
Like the building, we have been laying the foundations and you can expect a number of 
gains over the next 2 to 3 years.  Some of which Adele will talk to soon.   
 
When you take on a role such as Trustee or Co-Chair of an organisation, you hope to leave it 
better than it was.  At times the gains might be leaps and bounds at other times they may 
be centimetres.   
 
The most important thing is forward momentum.   
 
We believe that Museums Aotearoa is stronger and better prepared to face future 
challenges and take up opportunities that come our way.  We’re stronger together.   
Eloise and I want to thank Amber, Lucinda, Susanna, Paora and Ian for their commitment 
and service to the organisation, the sector and our members.  
 
Today we are only electing one new member onto the board and how hard was that.  We 
have five exceptional people put their hand up.  Thank you for doing that.  While it will not 
be possible today for everyone to come onto the board, putting your hand up has been seen 
and is applauded by the everyone.  And it is encouraging to know that we have a pipeline of 
great people willing to step up and govern.   
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The board will also be considering co-option over the next little while.  We have kept the 
board lean over the last year, mostly as there has just been so much other stuff coming at 
us.  However, this is something we will look at soon.  
 
Lastly, I’d like to thank Eloise.  I didn’t know her before joining the board and I wondered 
how this Co-chair model would work.  I have come to know her as a committed and creative 
colleague with a genuine love for this sector and desire to see MA thrive.  While a co-chair 
model may not always work and as an organisation and we should consider this carefully – it 
worked for us this last year.  When anyone new joins a team, it becomes a new team.  When 
the Museums Aotearoa 2022 board is decided as a result of today’s election, we will be 
meeting to work out the best way to structure ourselves.  
 
It has been a pleasure to serve you this year.  Back to Eloise and Adele.   
 
 
Chief Executive’s report  
Adele Fitzpatrick 
 
Kia ora koutou 
 
I’d like to acknowledge the co-chairs and Board Members of Museums Aotearoa and thank 
them for their support.  
 
Thank you to our members who are attending this AGM. I hope we’ll be in person next year. 
I’m sorry I haven’t been to visit everyone yet, it’s a slow and expensive process. 
 
A personal thank you for your warm welcome to me to the GLAM sector. You’ve all been 
very keen to meet and share your insights and provide your wise counsel.  
 
And I’ve listened.  
 
I’ve heard your concerns, and what you want to see from the sector, and from your 
professional membership organisation. 
 
I’ve heard you want: 

• Opportunities to connect with each other, and to share knowledge, experiences and 
resources. You want to support each other and the wider sector because you see 
great value in having a strong and engaged sector. You want to be actively involved.  

• A system that recognises and supports professional development and ways to access 
learning from outside of the sector, particularly in leadership and governance.  

• thriving tourism and lots of visitors from all areas of society 
• help with accessing funding and securing new, sustainable sources. Some of you find 

having local government as your major funder challenging and are looking for ways 
to diversify your funding streams 

• want to reflect contemporary issues and changing society 
• want to understand and be respectful of te ao Māori, reflect our cultural and 

national stories, and honour our taonga.   
• An appropriately resourced national membership organisation that represents all 

members of the GLAM sector and is future focussed  
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Thank you for sharing this with me. Not only have I enjoyed our conversations, your views 
and counsel have shaped the three-year plan I’m developing. It will be what you’ve asked 
me to deliver. 
 
The plan will support sector sustainability and deliver value to members. It will deliver the 
basics of what you can expect from your professional membership organisation, which are: 

• Advocacy – you want a strong voice representing you on relevant topics and to the 
right audiences 

• Networking – you want opportunities to connect, share, support and learn 
• Professional development – you want clear career paths, international learning 

opportunities, recognition and learning from other sectors. We want a sector with a 
skilled workforce and our leaders need to attract and retain talent. 

• And you quite like discounts.  Fair enough!  
 
These are the basics that the plan will deliver. 
 
But there’s more we can and should do.  
 

• We should have domestic and international advertising campaigns targeting tourists, 
telling them where to experience our cultural and national stories and taonga. We 
also need local campaigns to encourage kiwis to support and visit their local cultural 
and art institutions more often   

• We need to have a membership structure that delivers clear and distinct benefits to 
individuals and institutions 

• We need a simple and well designed, bi-lingual website that is useful to members. A 
place where you can share resources, submit papers and articles and encourage 
debate and discussion, among other things. It should be a useful tool to you. 

• You should have access to interesting and new research that informs your 
engagement with visitors and other key stakeholders 

 
 
Further, your membership organisation should help you to respond to current and future 
issues, such as: 

• Climate change 
• Government reform 
• Changes to relevant legislation 
• Changes in government and representatives 
• Changing expectations of your audiences 
• New channels to communicate and engage with your audiences 
• The future of leadership in the sector 
• Connections with other relevant membership organisations 

 
They’re the things that you adapt to or die from. 
 
My aspirations for the sector and Museums Aotearoa match yours. I have a very strong 
ambition to make your membership organisation successful for you.  
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So, the plan is in development.  
 
I will consult with you as I progress, but it is focused on getting Museums Aotearoa to 
financial position where it can support the sector, all while still developing programmes that 
deliver on what you should expect from your membership organisation. There is a bit of 
‘building the plane while flying it’.  
 
Museums Aotearoa received some funding from Ministry for Culture and Heritage last year 
to help the sector with covid recovery. We have used it to start several initiatives. This has 
allowed us to commission research to put quantitative and qualitative values against the 
museums and galleries in terms of economic, cultural, social and environmental wellbeing.  
And also research the value that NZers place on our sector. This will give me robust data to 
use in advocacy communications to funders, media and the general public. I’ve heard that 
many of you are giving your time and ideas to the researchers – thank you for this. Your 
input is so valuable.  
 
We already know there are 476 museums and galleries in Aotearoa New Zealand. On a high 
level, these insitutions: 

• Employed nearly 3,000 full time equivalent workers 
• Generated $272 million GDP in 2021, 
• Averaged 2.27 million international visitors p.a before 2020.  

 
Our value as a sector needs to be elevated.  
 
From August, we will run a nationwide promotional campaign encouraging kiwis to visit us; 
to be curious, to discover, to look at beauty and to enjoy. This campaign will be mostly 
digital, a little bit of outdoor and in market from August. I hope you’ll share the creative 
assets with your channels.  You’ll hear more about this in the coming weeks. 
 
It will be a good example of what we can achieve with nationwide marketing spend and 
hopefully set us up for a strong case for further funding in 2023.  
 
The next round of funding from Ministry for Culture and Heritage will be released later this 
month. My understanding is this funding will be focused on initiatives that support sector 
sustainability, and other key outcomes like skills. The ministry is likely to favour projects that 
benefit and are supported by groups of organisations and people, rather than applications 
for individual organisation projects. They want to see consensus and collaboration from the 
sector. 
 
Museums Aotearoa will apply for funding for a nationwide promotion next year and will 
approach Tourism NZ on international campaigns to encourage visitors to learn our cultural, 
national and local stories from our sector. These campaigns should benefit all in our sector.   
 
We will also apply funding to establish a programme that recognises and supports 
professional development. There is an opportunity to develop an accreditation scheme for 
our sector and I’m looking to the chartered accountants for inspiration. They have levels of 
accreditation, and the programmes are aspirational and internationally recognised. Credits 
are given towards supporting the sector, attendance at events, practical courses and higher 
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learning. It wouldn’t make sense to replicate anything that is already being offered in terms 
of professional development – instead, let’s support it and recognise its value to our people.  
 
This is one way Museums Aotearoa can support the great work that is already being done 
and help to ensure more is created.  
 
I’m asking for your support of these applications, knowing they help to make the whole pie 
bigger rather than just one slice.   
 
Museums Aotearoa revenue has dropped to around $280,000 for the 2022 financial year. I 
work part time and so does my one and only colleague. This is not sustainable, let alone able 
to achieve what we should be able to for our members.  
 
We need a strong membership base where most of the cultural and art institutions are 
members and all aspire to be. When we have a strong membership base, we can attract 
revenue from other sources such as sponsorship, philanthropists and government. Without 
a strong membership, there is very little to leverage or sell to a sponsor. Museums Aotearoa 
needs institutional members to continue.  
 
There is a role for a strong, national organisation with wider representation. One that has 
scale and influence and can talk to outside of the sector.  
 
Of course, the onus is on me to prove our value to you and I’m committed to doing that.  
 
So, I’ve heard what you’ve asked of me. 
 
In return, what I ask of you is: 

• Your support – support our bids for funding; be active, paying institutional members  
• Your feedback and views. Let’s continue with our frank conversations.  
• Your patience – this will take time to achieve and it takes time to develop 

relationships with key stakeholders 
 
I’ll hand back to Eloise now. Thank you for your attention. 
   


